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tips for using our content ideas

 

Firstly, choose the “days” or celebrations that most suit your audience. This is where you need to put

yourself into the shoes of your ideal customer. What might they be interested in outside of your usual

business or core topics of conversation? Perhaps they love technology but crave the outdoors. Maybe they

love camping but a side characteristic of that is that they also love cooking. Just because they signed up to

hear from you about social media tips and business doesn’t mean they are not a lover of red wine.  Get

creative with all of the unique or unusual holidays included in our May content calendar. The posts you’ll

see in here might also make your business more relatable and “human” – especially if you get as excited

about Selfie Day as your customers do! Think about what they like and post about things they are likely to

engage with. 

This is by no means an exhaustive list. It’s impossible for us to list every single day of celebration for May,

but this will get you started for sure! And you can always search for more/extra celebration days to add to

this list.

Check the entries first. Our team double-checks the entries but we would still suggest that you check the

dates for these holidays in your region or country too – you might find some new regional holidays when you

do. Also note that some of the holidays stay the same every year, while others don’t. For example, a day of

celebration might fall on the 1st Friday of the Month, so the actual date will change every year. So it’s

always better to do a quick check before posting. And if you spot an error, please let us know so we can fix

it. These are very dynamic posts, designed to be updated. 

Not all countries are covered. Please note that while Connec+ is proudly Kiwi the holidays in this guide are

from around the world. Many of them are North American Holidays with some from Australia, some

international holidays and others from various countries. Although we endeavour to have holidays from

many areas, this guide would be like a book if we included every country. But if you use the list as a base,

you’ll be off and racing with ideas.

Let’s look at a few top tips and tricks for leveraging your June Content Calendar for best results: 

 

 



join the conversation

 It's July 2020, but not as we know it. New Zealand

is at level one, while the rest of the world is either

still locked down or being affected by a second

wave of COVID-19. Bear that in mind if you have

an international audience and consider changing

your content for the various countries you engage

with. 

 

2020 kicked off a new decade with an entirely

new way of life and set of rules for everyone. As

brands planned their strategies, they could not

have predicted the way current events have

quickly swept up global markets and

conversations. From COVID-19 to the Black Lives

Matter movement, brands and social marketers

find themselves making adjustments, big and small,

to their original strategies

But not all is lost nor does it have to be.

Knowledge, empathy, purpose and agility are core

to successful brand positioning right now. Below

we’ve given some topical ideas on how marketers

can reevaluate their planned campaigns and

content, assess evolving customer needs, plan for

the new normal, identify what parts of their

strategy to salvage or scrap.

 

Above all else, be kind to yourself during this time.

Demonstrate the human side of your brand.

Embrace meaningful connections. Keep

communicating and checking in with your peers.

Learn from what you’re doing and what you’ve

done. In the upcoming months, the phrase

“hindsight is 20/20” will have an entirely new

meaning, so move forward and make it count.



2020 will definitely be a year we remember and

while we can’t predict the future, brands can

certainly plan for it. When looking at social

listening data from our COVID-19 Featured Topic

with the keywords “new normal” and “marketing”.

 

There’s no denying that these are tough times.

When times are tough, it’s really common for

brands to struggle with what to say, particularly on

social media. Do you stick with your old messaging

and pretend it’s still business as usual? (Hint: no).

Do you commit your feed to only COVID-19 related

 

 

posts from now on? (Hint: probably not).

 

You can use our July content calendar in many

ways. Hashtag holiday's are one thing but you need

to design your own photos or images to create

something bespoke. How you choose to illustrate

each day is entirely up to you.

 

HOT TIP: Quotes are engaging, so you can post a

quote that relates to certain days. For example, the

20th of July is Moon Day and there are many

wonderful lunar-related quotes.

 

Lead people with what

they want. – Lead with

what they’ve already

said. – Lead people

from where they’re at.  

- Lead them with the

things that concern

them.” 

 

– Sandi Krakowski
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Key Hashtags      

#july #winter #matariki  #plasticfreemonth #IndependentRetailersMonth #PlasticBagFreeDay #IndependenceDay

#4thOfJuly #WorldKissingDay #WorldChocolateDay #HBDSnapchat #Snapchat #WorldPopulationDay #PrimeDay

#BastilleDay #WorldEmojiDay #mandeladay #MoonDay #FortuneCookieDay #JunkFoodDay #ParentsDay

#TequilaDay #DayOfFriendship #rednosedayselfie #rednosedaynz                                                               

 



trends for the month

 If you’re looking for ways to create engaging

social media posts easily, then you can’t look past

our July Content Calendar. Our guide  is jam-

packed with July content ideas and templates

which will make planning your monthly content

calendar a walk in the park. We’ve done all the

hard work for you by researching, checking and

double-checking weird holidays and celebration

days to make it easy-peasy for you to get

inspiration to fill your content calendar for July.

 

Keep on reading for a full selection of daily, weekly

and monthly ideas to get you excited.  We’ve also

included marketing tips and the good hashtags to

get you going.

Snapchat

Independence Day

Bastille Day

Plastic Free

Dry July

Matariki

School Holiday

Holiday Local

Red Nose Day

Chocolate

 



july is the month for...

 Now it’s super easy for you to celebrate the fun

and important international, national and local

holidays throughout the month with our  Content

Calendar Ideas. 2020 is a year like no other so

remember, it's time to care for your audience. 

 

Do any of these month-long holidays resonate with

your business and audience? Plan a promotion

that could include blog posts, sales, social media

posts, contests and more.

Women’s Refuge Awareness Month

Plastic Free July

Dry (ish) July 

Matariki 

World Watercolour Month

Anti-Boredom Month

Hot Dog Month

Ice Cream Month

Independent Retailer Month

Cell Phone Courtesy Month

Freedom from Fear of Speaking Month

Family Reunion Month

International Zine Month

Family Golf Month



celebration weeks

for july 2020

These holidays last for a week (ish). If they are suitable

for your business and audience drop them into your

content calendar. As with the month-long celebration

holiday's, look for different aspects which may resonate

with your followers and reflect your business and plan

week long celebrations across social media platforms

and stories.

 

Hellen Keller Deaf-Blind Awareness Week starts last

Sunday in June  

Eye Safety Awareness Week starts last Sunday in

June·      
July 1-7 is Clean Beaches Week       

July 4–10 is Freedom Week      

July 7–14 is Creative Maladjustment Week      

July 12–18 is Sports Cliché Week      

July 19–25 is Independent Retailers Week      

July 19–25 is Everybody Deserves a Massage Week  

July 22–25 is Baby Food Week      

July 30–Aug. 1 is Quilt Odyssey Week



hashtag holidays

for july 2020

The world has changed, but it's still nice to add some love

and humour to your social media content which hashtag

holiday's provide. Keep it real, and start connecting at a

deeper level with your audience through posting about

things that are important to them, or that make their day!

Do any of these resonate with your customers? Plan social

media content around events that matter to your ideal

clients and reflect who you are as a business. Remember

you can post celebration days to your stories, it doesn't

have to go in your feed.

 

JULY 2020



hashtag holidays

for july 2020

July 1: International Joke Day #TellAJoke

July 1: Canada Day #CanadaDay

July 3: World UFO Day #WorldUFODay

July 3: I Forgot Day #IForgotDay

July 3: International Plastic Bag Free Day #PlasticBagFreeDay

July 4: Independence Day (USA) #IndependenceDay, #4thOfJuly

July 5: Workaholic Day #WorkaholicDay 

July 6: World Kissing Day #WorldKissingDay

July 6: Fried Chicken Day #FriedChickenDay

July 7: World Chocolate Day #WorldChocolateDay

July 8: Snapchat Launched 2011 #HBDSnapchat #Snapchat

July 9: Cow Appreciation Day #ILoveCows

July 10: Teddy Bear Picnic Day #TeddyBearPicnic

July 10: Don’t Step On A Bee Day #SaveTheBees

July 11: Cheer Up The Lonely Day #CheerUpTheLonelyDay

July 11: World Population Day #WorldPopulationDay

July 12: Simplicity Day #SimplicityDay

July 13: Amazon Prime Day #PrimeDay

July 13: French Fries Day #FrenchFriesDay #ILoveChips

July 14: International Nude Day #NudeDay

July 14: Bastille Day #StormTheBastille #BastilleDay

July 14: Shark Awareness Day #SharkAwarenessDay

July 15: Give Something Away Day #GiveSomethingAwayDay

July 16: Get To Know Your Customers Day #GetToKnowYourCustomersDay

July 16: Guinea Pig Appreciation Day #ILoveGuineaPigs

July 17: World Emoji Day  #WorldEmojiDay

July 18: Sour Candy Day #SourCandyDay

July 18: International Nelson Mandela Day #mandeladay

July 20: Moon Day #MoonDay

July 20: Fortune Cookie Day #FortuneCookieDay 

July 21: Junk Food Day #JunkFoodDay

July 21: Lamington Day #lamingtonday

July 22: Hammock Day #HammockDay

July 26: Parents’ Day #ParentsDay

July 24: Tequila Day #TequilaDay

July 26: Aunt and Uncles Day #AuntsAndUnclesDay

July 26: Disability Independence Day #DisabilityIndependenceDay

July 30: International Day OfFriendship #DayOfFriendship 

July 31: Red Nose Day  #rednosedayselfie #rednosedaynz

 

THAT’S A JULY CONTENT WRAP!

Now you have all the July celebration and holiday ideas you need in order

to prepare your content with our July Content Calendar!  And if you get

stuck, consider some of the week-long and month-long celebration ideas

too.



monthly goals

for your social media in 2020

january
REV IEW

february
BRAND

march
PERSONA

april
CALENDAR

july
HASHTAGS

october
TRAFF IC

may
TONE

august
COMMUNITY

november
AUTOMATE

june
CURATE

september
STOR IES

december
PLAN



New to hashtags or need a refresher after constant social media updates? We know,

it’s hard to constantly keep up! So we’ve put together a quick guide on how hashtags

work.

 

Found mostly on Instagram and Twitter (and sparingly on Facebook), hashtags are a

creative way to categorise what you’re posting about on social media platforms.

 

Hashtags are also a great way to find messages or information about a particular

topic, or a great way to add your thoughts to a conversation online, and a great way to

feel connected to a community.

Here are our top 10 beginner tips to mastering and learning how hashtags work.

 

1. Hashtags, golly, where do I even begin?

At the very beginning, we recommend you check out your favourite Instagram accounts or even some of your competitors

and look at the type of hashtags they’re using – you’ll discover they use creative phrases, acronyms – and a lot of them.

july

HASHTAGS
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HASHTAGS

2. Timing of hashtags

Hashtags are directly related to the time of your image post, so you want to make sure you use your hashtags as

close to posting as possible. If you delete hashtags and repost them, or simply add hashtags a  few hours later it

won’t work. Best practice is to post your hashtags at the same time that you post your image.

  

 3. How many hashtags am I allowed to use per post?

You can use up to 30 hashtags per post on Instagram, which can be combined in your image caption and within your

own comments.

 

4. How many hashtags should I use?

There are some strong opinions (oh we love the inter-web!) on how many hashtags is the magic number we should be

using per image, but in our years of experimenting we’ve found the more hashtags you use, the more eyeballs  you’re

getting in front of – so we have no problem with recommending using all 30.

 

Here’s a hashtag study:

·       0 Hashtags – 18% interaction per 1k followers

·       1 Hashtag – 29% interaction per 1k followers

·       2 Hashtags – 41% interaction per 1k followers

·       3 Hashtags – 39% interaction per 1k followers

·       4 Hashtags – 31% interaction per 1k followers

·       5 Hashtags – 43% interaction per 1k followers

·       6 Hashtags – 33% interaction per 1k followers

·       7 Hashtags – 30% interaction per 1k followers

·       8 Hashtags – 39.5% interaction per 1k followers

·       9 Hashtags – 49.5% interaction per 1k followers

·       10 Hashtags – 22% interaction per 1k followers

·       11 Hashtags – 79.5% interaction per 1k followers

 

Using 11 or more hashtags means 442% more engagement that using none, and about double engagement over

using 1 – 10.

 

So yes, use at least 11, and more if you want to grow your account.

 

5. Some of the big accounts I see on Instagram don’t use any hashtags? What gives?

These accounts have worked their butts off already, securing a loyal following and a high enough engagement rate

that when they post they’re happy with their natural Instagram visibility and don’t feel the need to actively pursue

hashtags.

 

6. Should I use my name as one of my hashtags?

Unless your business or your Instagram name is well known, we’d recommend holding off using your IG handle as a

hashtag (unless you’re running a competition).  This is because unless people are actively searching for your name,

they’re not going to come across your image and it might be worth a different one to get in front of your customers.
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HASHTAGS

7. Why do some websites suggest really popular hashtags like #f4f or #instagood?

To be completely honest we’re not sure, those two hashtags are horrible and you’re never going to be sure what you’re

going to get! Eeep!  If you’re confused #f4f means if you follow someone, they’ll follow you back instantly, ‘Follow for

follow’, in the same way that #l4l means ‘like for like’. It’s gross, spammy, and won’t give you any decent viewers (or

customers) on your account.

 

8. How do I find hashtags to use?

Instagram has this great feature inside the app where you can search for a hashtag, and they’ll recommend ‘related tags’.

We highly recommend putting in a bit of research into your niche, what hashtags your ideal audience are searching for

and thinking outside the square. (Get it?)

 

9. Using a hashtag in a comment on someone else’s Instagram feed.

This is fine if you’re sharing a hashtag, making a witty comment, or think the other person should see the hashtag feed. If

you’re hoping that the image will be added to the mix of that hashtag – it won’t work. Just tag your own work. That’s not

how hashtags work.

 

10. Should I use the same hashtags every day?

No!  Only use the hashtags relevant to the post you are making. Remember, every hashtag you put on a post must fit with

the content and should not be too repetitive.

 

Bonus: Because we always get asked this!

 

Should I post Instagram hashtags in comments or caption?

 Instagram hashtags may be placed in the photo or video caption at the time you post.

 

Or, hashtags may be added in a comment (or several comments) after posting.

 

There’s no difference to their functionality, so it’s your choice.

 

I prefer adding hashtags in comments, as these are quickly buried once you get a few user comments.

 

Starting in 2018, the caption is cut off after 2 short lines of text, so caption hashtags don’t show at first glance either.

 

However, ‘grammers clicking either the “More” tag or the comment icon will see the full caption – including all the

hashtags you placed there.

 

If you’ve written an engaging caption with a call-to-action or question (please do!), people may get distracted by a raft

of hashtags and forget to complete your desired action.

 

This is why I recommend Instagram hashtags in comments rather than captions.
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HASHTAGS

NOW FOR AN EXTENDER CRASHCOURSE IN HASHTAGS … BECAUSE YOU KNOW YOU WANT IT!

 

Hashtags are still the number one tactic to get new people discovering your account. If you’re able to back it up with

gorge/one-of-a-kind content, they’re likely to chuck you a follow. (#funfact - People find you for the

imagery, but stay for the captions!) 

 

Spending time on hashtag research is always a good idea. We’ve put together our ultimate guide on doing it the right way

to help you gain more (real!) followers and less spammy bots.

 

Get ready to raise the roof on your follower count!

 ou’re working away posting gorgeous photos on Instagram and you’re making sure your branding is on point, but how do

you find Instagram hashtags to use? If you’re already creating great shareable content, then congratulations you’re

already on track for success!

 

But there’s one more piece to the Instagram puzzle – hashtags!

In order for others to find your corner of Instagram, hashtags have been designed to help create or allow you to be part of

wider conversations online and make you more discoverable.

 

Hashtags are the road signs that direct people to your Instagram Profile.

Think of hashtags as your own Google keywords for people to discover you. Figuring out how to find Instagram hashtags

to use is one of the biggest pain points and and where many Instagram users get tripped up.

 

Never fear, I’m here to guide you through the maze of hashtags so you can select just the right ones and get your business

visible to all the right people.

 

How many hashtags to use on Instagram?

Instagram allows for 30 hashtags to be used on each post and I highly recommend using all 30 hashtags. It might sound

like a lot, but the more you use, the more eyeballs you get on your posts.  

 

Tip: Research and categorise relevant hashtags, and copy/paste straight into Instagram when you are ready to post. Tick,

job done! 

 

Find Instagram Hashtags for Authentic Followers

To make sure you attract authentic followers and your ideal audience, you want to carefully choose your hashtags for your

specific business and images. Be aware that some hashtags attract spammers and certain types of photos that you might

not want to be associated with. The easiest way to avoid this is to check out

every hashtag you plan on using to make sure you’re happy to be seen there.

 

What is a ‘Spammy Hashtag?’

The big culprits that attract spammers are hashtags such as #instagood, #happy, #love and #followme to name a few.

These hashtags should be avoided if you don’t want to be spammed to death with a whole lot of smiley faces[a], or

“follow me for free followers” comments. You can easily recognise the hashtags to avoid as they will have well over

100,000,000 posts on them. Checking how many photos have been posted on a specific hashtag not only helps you weed

out the spammy ones, but also allows you to find those smaller to mid-range hashtags which will help you stand out. Do

not create great content just to be killed by death by “shadow banning”.
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How to find out the density of hashtags?

To figure out the number of photos posted on a specific hashtag, simply type the word you’d like to use as a hashtag into

the search bar on Instagram. Then check the number under the hashtag, as shown in the photo below. This number tells

you how many photos using this hashtag are floating around Instagram right now.

 

What’s a good size ‘Hashtag Density’?

To attract people who are really interested in your posts, I recommend that you find Instagram hashtags that have under

500,000 posts on them (unless you have a bigger following or a REALLY engaged audience, then

definitely try working with bigger hashtags). 

 

And don’t be shy of including some that are 20,000 or under. If you decide you want to use some larger hashtags, make

sure you research them carefully first. You want to avoid anything that is overrun with photos offering a “million-dollar

lifestyle overnight” or other spam.

 

Another reason to find Instagram hashtags sitting in the mid-range and smaller hashtags is visibility. When someone does

a search on Instagram, the most popular photos sit in the Top Posts section. The rest of the photos

reside in chronological order in Most Recent, as shown in the photo below.

 

Let’s say you took a photo of the beach in Santorini. Your photo would have so much more of a chance of making it to the

prominent position of Top 9, if you use the hashtag #santorinigreece, which has under 100,000 photos in it, rather than

#beach.

 

By the way, don’t be put off by the term ‘popular photo’. The way Instagram works this out, is quite detailed and not

necessarily the photo with the most likes and comments. Keep niching and you’ll find yourself in the Top Post

section in no time.

 

How to find Instagram Hashtags for your niche?

So now you know what to avoid and what you’re looking for, let’s go find some genuine people, to discover you and your

business.

 

While there’s a number of ways to research hashtags, the fastest and easiest way for you to do this, is to look on

Instagram itself. To begin, tap on the little magnifying glass icon at the bottom of your Instagram screen, and type in a

word or words, that relates to your business, and hit ‘search’. Then up the top of your screen, select “Tags”. This will show

you your hashtag, along with a list of similar hashtags. You can find some appropriate hashtags by scrolling down that list

of suggestions.

 

You can also take that search a step further, by selecting one of the hashtags in the list. You’ll then see another set of

hashtags suggested at the top of the screen.

 

Get specific!

Now let’s get a bit more clever with those hashtags. Let’s say you’re a fashion stylist, you’d be very tempted to use the

hashtag ‘fashion’. But at over 350,000,000 hits on Instagram, you now know your photo will be seen for all of a split-

second on the front page for #fashion. Instead, we can get strategic and niche down a bit according to your business and

the photo you are posting.
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Just under #fashion, you can see #fashionstylist at just over 2 million posts. Much better. You post your photo

and you’ll get lots of likes and people will know you’re a fashion stylist. But we can still do better. Think about other

keywords that you would use in your business. For example, you want to inspire your followers with some new season

fashion, a good hashtag to use would be #winterstyle or #springstyle depending on where you live. At nearly 500,000 hits

on Instagram for each of these hashtags, you’re much more likely to be found there than on #fashion. At the same time,

you’re able to really hone in on what your customers are looking for. Hurray! Now you can build your list of hashtags,

choosing ones that really describe your business and your offering.

 

 

Find Instagram Hashtags for Feature Accounts

Another type of hashtag to look out for, is one started by someone else who curates photos and re-posts them on their

Instagram page. The way this works is that you add their specific hashtag to your photo, and if the account likes your

photo, they will repost it along with a link to your Instagram page.

 

These sorts of Instagram accounts usually have a huge following, so getting featured by them is kind of a big deal that

opens you up to a whole new audience. Many people who are featured on a curated account find that their likes and

follower count skyrockets as they’re found by a larger audience.

 

Here’s a list of some different types of accounts that you can try your hand at getting featured on by using their hashtag.

Remember to look at the accounts first to make sure that your style of photo fits their aesthetic. This gives you a higher

chance of being featured, and a higher chance of attracting others to look at what you’re all about.

 

Zomato

Use the hashtag #zomato on any food or drink photos.

CoffeeShots

Use the hashtag #coffeeshots for photos of your coffee

Travel and Life

Use the hashtag #travelandlife on travel photography

The Glitter Guide

Use the hashtag #flashesofdelight on any pretty, pastel and feminine type photos

Huffington Post Weddings

Use the hashtag #HuffPostIDo to wedding photos

Wake Up and Make Up

Use the hashtag #wakeupandmakeup on photos featuring makeup

 

Need some more ideas?

Take a look at any of the Instagram accounts run by your favourite magazines or websites in your specific market. There

are many who will feature photos that fit to their style. All the information on what hashtag to use will be in the bio section

of their Instagram page. So there you have it. Your go-to-guide for using hashtags on Instagram, to attract authentic

people who are looking for exactly what you have to offer. Use these suggestions and you’ll be in hashtag heaven in no

time, attracting more people to your Instagram account. 

Download our Hashtag Workbook 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1336/8291/files/hashtags_training_-_JUNE.pdf?v=1593332399

